SUTARI - HOSPITALITY RIDER 2022/23
PARKING / SAFETY / PERMISSIONS
The organizer bears full material responsibility for Sutari's equipment and personal belongings at the
concert venue (from the moment the artists arrive at the concert venue until they leave the concert).
If Sutari arrives in his own car, the organizer is obliged to allow artists to travel as close as possible to
the stage to unload the equipment or when it is not possible - to arrange the necessary help in moving
the equipment from the car to the stage.
The organizer is obliged to obtain all necessary consents and permits for the artists' car to enter the
event area, if required (applies to places and streets closed for traffic).
The organizer is obliged to ensure that the artist's car can be safely parked near the concert venue
REQUEST: We try to function in the spirit of ecology and care for the environment, so we kindly ask you not
to buy drinks and snacks for us in plastic packaging that are not biodegradable or recyclable, and to provide
catering that does not require disposable packaging (we will gladly go to a restaurant or take returnable
meal).
STAGE DRINKS NOTE:
Each musician requires one glass bottle of room-temperature still water.
DRESSING ROOM / BACKSTAGE:
Please provide a clean dressing room with (tent - in the case of an outdoor concert) near the stage, with
an independent entrance. The dressing room should be available without restrictions and lockable to the
exclusive use of the artist.
Please ensure the following in the dressing room:
bathroom for the private use of the band (not shared with the audience),
mirror,
place to sit,
tea - green and black
coffee - not instant
water - still, in glass bottle
bottle of dry red wine,
fresh fruits
glass for the wine and for the water
CATERING:
Band Sutari prefer vegetarian and gluten free meals. At least one hot meal per day.
Note, please do not add nuts, eggplant, kiwi to your meals (allergic!!!).
ACCOMMODATIONS:
Band needs accommodations after the concert and in special situation also night before the concert.
Band prefer four single rooms with bathrooms.
CD’s & BAND’s MERCH:
Unless otherwise discussed, the manager/band crew will sell CD's and band’s merch after the concert in a
designated, well-lit location near the stage (or other, discussed with the band place). All of the proceeds from
sales are retained by the band.
!!!!! WARNING !!!!!
One of Sutari’s members has a strong allergy.
Please, do not use any smoke, scented candles, incense, air fresheners, in the dressing room,
backstage and during Sutari’s rehearsal and concert on the stage.
COMMUNICATION:
Communication between the band and concert organizer regarding all logistics, hospitality and payment:
mail: izolda.sznaps@gmail.com
phone: +48 603 917 553

